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THE GALOIS ACTION ON HURWITZ CURVES
ROBERT A. KUCHARCZYK
Abstract. We make some observations concerning the Galois actions on Hur-
witz curves and on the closely related but lesser-known Hurwitz origamis.
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In this note we draw some consequences concerning Hurwitz curves of a recent result
in the theory of dessins d’enfants by Gonza´lez-Diez and Jaikin-Zapirain (Theorem 2
below). The material presented here is a revision of part of Chapter 3 of the author’s
dissertation [19], with significant changes in style and content.
1. Faithful Galois actions on some classes of dessins
Recall that a Bely˘ı pair (X, β) consists of a smooth projective curve X over the al-
gebraic closure Q ⊂ C of the rationals and a nonconstant rational map of algebraic
curves β : X → P1
Q
which is unramified outside {0, 1,∞} ⊂ P1(Q). It is well-known
(and a major motivation for the study of Bely˘ı pairs) that there is a correspondence,
one-to-one up to isomorphism, between Bely˘ı pairs and the comparatively element-
ary combinatorial objects known as dessins d’enfants. We assume these notions as
known, otherwise we refer the reader to the many existing introductions including
[3, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, 24, 26].
Since the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q) acts on the isomorphism classes of
Bely˘ı pairs in an obvious way, we obtain a far-from-obvious action on the isomorph-
ism classes of dessins d’enfants via this correspondence. The foundational result
about dessins d’enfants is the following result, already implicit in [11] but, to the
author’s knowledge, first stated explicitly in [26]:
Theorem 1 (A. Grothendieck, L. Schneps, . . . ). The action of Gal(Q/Q) on iso-
morphism classes of dessins d’enfants is faithful.
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This is essentially a consequence of Bely˘ı’s theorem [2, Theorem 4] that every
smooth projective curve over Q can be completed to a Bely˘ı pair, and Gal(Q/Q)
certainly acts faithfully on the isomorphism classes of such curves.
Theorem 1 has prompted many people, most notably Grothendieck himself, to
study dessins d’enfants and their Galois actions, mainly with the hope of obtaining
new information about the notorious group Gal(Q/Q). It is perhaps too early to
judge whether this hope was realistic; nonetheless, the theory of dessins provides us
with many fine examples where algebraic number theory interacts with the geometry
of algebraic curves.
Since the class of dessins d’enfants is rather large and poor in structure, a natural
question following Theorem 1 is whether there exist some highly restrictive classes
of dessins on which Gal(Q/Q) still acts faithfully. For instance, Gal(Q/Q) acts
faithfully on the set of dessins whose underlying surface is the sphere and whose
graph is a tree, see [26].
To state the theorem alluded to in the beginning, let us call a dessin regular if
the corresponding Bely˘ı map β : X → P1
Q
is a Galois covering. It is of type (p, q, r)
if the ramification orders of β at 0, 1 and ∞ divide p, q and r, respectively.
Theorem 2 (G. Gonza´lez-Diez, A. Jaikin-Zapirain). Let p, q, r ∈ N with
1
p
+
1
q
+
1
r
< 1. (1)
Then Gal(Q/Q) acts faithfully on the set of isomorphism classes of regular dessins
d’efants of type (p, q, r).
This is [10, Theorem 29]. The inequality (1) is easily seen to be strictly necessary.
If it is not satisfied the curves X obtained by such dessins are P1
Q
and the elliptic
curves of j-invariants 0 and 1728, and the regular dessins these support are quite
few.
2. Hurwitz curves
By a well-known theorem of Hurwitz [17] a (smooth projective) curve of genus g ≥ 2
over C has no more than 84(g−1) automorphisms. Curves which attain this bound
are called Hurwitz curves. The following is a simple consequence of Theorem 2:
Corollary 3. The absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q) operates faithfully on the set of
isomorphism classes of Hurwitz curves.
This is to be understood as follows: every Hurwitz curve has a unique model
over Q, and conjugating it by an automorphism of Q will yield another, possibly
different, Hurwitz curve.
Proof. If X is a Hurwitz curve, then X/AutX is a curve of genus zero, and the
projection map X → X/AutX is unramified outside of three points in the target,
where it has ramification orders 2, 3, and 7, respectively. Conversely, if β : X → P1
Q
is a Galois Bely˘ı map of type (2, 3, 7), then X is a Hurwitz curve and β is the orbit
projection for AutX. For the proof of these classical facts, see [23].
Hurwitz curves are therefore in one-to-one correspondence to regular dessins of
type (2, 3, 7), and Theorem 2 applies. 
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Hurwitz curves can also be described as follows: they are precisely the complex
curves that can be written as Γ\H where H is the upper half plane and Γ a normal
subgroup of finite index in the triangle group ∆ of signature (2, 3, 7). Since the
latter is finitely generated, there are only finitely many such normal subgroups of a
given index. As the index is related to the genus of the corresponding curve by the
formula
2− 2g(Γ\H) = χ(Γ\H) = −(∆ : Γ)
42
,
we see that there are only finitely many Hurwitz curves up to isomorphism in each
genus. Let Hg be the finite set of isomorphism classes of Hurwitz curves in genus g.
Corollary 4. The function h : N → N which maps g ∈ N to the cardinality of Hg
is unbounded.
Proof. Assume it were bounded, say |Hg| ≤ N for all g. LetGg be the finite quotient
of Gal(Q/Q) that operates faithfully on Hg; by assumption, Gg is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the symmetric group SN and hence has order dividing N !.
Let σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) be of infinite order. Then σN ! is still of infinite order, but
it projects to the identity in all Gg, hence operates trivially on all Hurwitz curves.
Contradiction! 
These observations should be compared with the relative rarity of Hurwitz curves.
For instance, the Dirichlet series
∞∑
g=1
h(g)
gs
=
∑
X Hurwitz curve
up to isomorphism
1
g(X)s
converges precisely for ℜ(s) > 1
3
, see [20], which may be intepreted as saying that
the genus of the n-th Hurwitz curve is of the order of magnitude n3, in a very rough
sense. In particular, h(g) = 0 for almost all g.
Furthermore, Conder computed that there are only 92 Hurwitz curves of genus
less than one million, with only 32 different genera occurring, see [4]. From [4] we
read that the only g ≤ 100 occurring are 3, 7, 14 and 17, and the tables in [5] tell
us about their behaviour under Gal(Q/Q):
(i) The only Hurwitz curve in genus three is Klein’s quartic curve with homo-
geneous equation x3y + y3z + z3x = 0, hence fixed by Gal(Q/Q).
(ii) The only Hurwitz curve in genus seven is the Fricke–Macbeath curve, dis-
covered by Fricke [7] and rediscovered by Macbeath [21]. With homogen-
eous coordinates x1, x2, x3, y, z on P
4 it is the curve X ⊂ P4 defined by
the equations
x2jz
2 = (y − ζj7z)(y − ζj+27 z)(y − ζj+37 z)(y − ζj+47 z)
for j = 1, 2, 3, where ζ7 is a primitive seventh root of unity. Since it is the
only Hurwitz curve in genus seven, it must be fixed by the entire group
Gal(Q/Q). Indeed, in [14] an extremely complicated model over Q was
found.
(iii) In genus fourteen there are three Hurwitz curves known as the first Hur-
witz triplet. They are defined over k = Q(cos 2π
7
) and permuted simply
transitively by Gal(k/Q).
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(iv) Finally, in genus seventeen there are two Hurwitz curves, defined over
Q(
√−3) and exchanged by this field’s nontrivial automorphism.
3. Congruence and noncongruence Hurwitz curves
Yet another conclusion of Corollary 3 is that noncongruence subgroups of the tri-
angle group ∆ are abundant. Recall that ∆ is in fact an arithmetic Fuchsian group,
which can be described as follows. Let k = Q(cos 2π
7
), considered as a subfield of
R, and let B be the quaternion algebra over k which is unramified over each finite
prime of k and the identity embedding k → R and ramified over the two non-identity
embeddings k → R. The identity embedding k → R then extends to an embedding
B →֒ M2(R), unique up to GL2(R)-conjugation. There is a unique maximal order
O ⊂ B up to B×-conjugation, and under the embedding B →֒ M2(R) the group O1
of units of norm one in O is mapped to a lattice O1 ⊂ SL2(R). Its image in PSL2(R)
is then precisely ∆.
Let us say that a Hurwitz curve X is a congruence Hurwitz curve if the corres-
ponding subgroup of ∆ is a congruence subgroup. Examples of congruence Hurwitz
curves are the Hurwitz–Macbeath curves obtained from principal congruence sub-
groups ∆(p) for prime ideals p of k, see [6, 22]. Most of the small genus examples
given above are of this type: (i) corresponds to p | 7, (ii) to p = 2, (iii) to p | 13.
The groups corresponding to (iv), however, are noncongruence subgroups. They
are contained in ∆(p) with p | 7, with the intermediate quotient isomorphic to
(Z/2Z)3. It is easy to see that a group extension of ∆/∆(p) ≃ PSL(2,Z/7Z) by
(Z/2Z)3 cannot be a quotient of PSL(2, ok/n) for any ideal n of ok, as it would have
to be (by [6]) if the subgroup we are considering were a congruence subgroup.
From Shimura’s theory of canonical models for quotients of the upper half plane
by congruence groups [28] we learn:
Proposition 5. The action of Gal(Q/Q) on congruence Hurwitz curves factors
through Gal(kab/Q), where kab is the maximal abelian extension of k = Q(cos 2π
7
).
In particular it is not faithful.
Proof. Every congruence Hurwitz curve has a canonical model over a certain class
field of k. 
The author is skeptical whether the induced action of Gal(kab/Q) is faithful; he
suspects that it is not, and that the action may even factor through Gal(k/Q), since
the field of definition of the canonical model is usually much larger than the field
of moduli. For instance, combining [6] and [22] one sees that Gal(Q/Q) acts on the
Hurwitz curves corresponding to the subgroups ∆(p) with prime p by permuting
the primes in the obvious way, in particular the field of moduli of such a curve is
the splitting field in k/Q of the rational prime below p.
4. Profinite completion and Galois action on torsion
The Galois action on Hurwitz curves can also be described in a more group-
theoretical manner. Let ∆ˆ be the profinite completion of ∆. Then open normal
subgroups of ∆ˆ correspond to normal subgroups of finite index in ∆ and hence to
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isomorphism classes of Hurwitz curves. There is a continuous exterior action of
Gal(Q/Q) on ∆ˆ, i.e. a continuous homomorphism
̺∆ : Gal(Q/Q)→ Out ∆ˆ def= Aut ∆ˆ/ Inn ∆ˆ
where Inn ∆ˆ denotes the group of inner automorphisms. This action is constructed
explicitly and described in [10] for general triangle groups. The Galois action on
open normal subgroups of ∆ˆ it induces is precisely the Galois action on Hurwitz
curves discussed before.
One way to construct ̺∆ is by a stack version of Grothendieck’s theory of the
fundamental group: There exists a Deligne–Mumford stack X over Q whose coarse
moduli space is P1 and which has trivial generic stabilisers, and cyclic stabilisers
of orders 2, 3 and 7 at 0, 1 and ∞, respectively. The analytification of XC is then
the orbifold quotient [∆\H], and hence we can identify the e´tale fundamental group
of XQ with ∆ˆ. The usual short exact “homotopy” sequence for e´tale fundamental
groups [1, IX.6.1] exists also in this case:
1→ πe´t1 (XQ, ∗)→ πe´t1 (X, ∗)→ Gal(Q/Q)→ 1. (2)
The homomorphism Gal(Q/Q)→ Outπe´t1 (XQ, ∗) defined by this sequence is ̺∆.
Theorem 2 clearly implies that ̺∆ is injective. The proof of Theorem 2 in [10],
however, goes in the opposite direction and uses this very injectivity (for general
triangle groups), which follows from results of Hoshi and Mochizuki [15] in anabelian
geometry.
For the next observation, we use that every Hurwitz curve admits a model over
its field of moduli, which follows from [8].
Corollary 6. Fix an element σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) other than the identity. Then there
exists a Hurwitz curve Y with moduli field Q such that for any model Y0 of Y over
Q and for every odd prime ℓ, the image of σ under the representation
̺Y0,ℓ : Gal(Q/Q)→ GL(2g,Fℓ)
is not the identity.
Here ̺Y0,ℓ is the usual Galois representation on the ℓ-torsion of the Jacobian,
(JacY )[ℓ] ∼= F2gℓ .
Proof of Corollary 6. Every open normal subgroup N of ∆ˆ contains one which is
stable under Gal(Q/Q): the setwise stabiliser of N in Gal(Q/Q) has finite index in
Gal(Q/Q), therefore
N˜ =
⋂
σ∈Gal(Q/Q)
σ(N)
is an open normal subgroup of ∆ˆ contained in N . This means that ∆ˆ can also
be described as the projective limit of all ∆ˆ/N with N open, normal and stable
under Gal(Q/Q). We conclude (using the compactness of ∆ˆ) that σ operates by
a non-trivial outer automorphism on some such ∆ˆ/N . Now N corresponds to a
Hurwitz curve Y with moduli field Q; we claim that Y has the desired properties.
The Hurwitz group H = ∆ˆ/N = AutQ Y sits in a short exact sequence:
1→ AutQ Y → AutQ Y → Gal(Q/Q)→ 1. (3)
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Here the middle term means the group of all automorphisms of Y as a Q-scheme
(or, which amounts to the same, as a scheme without any further structure). A
choice of a model Y0 over Q yields a splitting s of this sequence.
Now AutQ Y acts naturally on the e´tale cohomology group H
1(Y,Fℓ); by [27] the
subgroup H = AutQ Y operates faithfully on this cohomology group. There exists
some h ∈ H such that s(σ)hs(σ)−1 6= h, for otherwise σ would act trivially, in
particular as an inner automorphism, on H . Hence these two elements also operate
differently on H1(Y,Fℓ). But this means that s(σ) has to operate nontrivially on
this cohomology group. Finally, the ℓ-torsion points of the Jacobian are canonically
identified with the dual of H1(Y,Fℓ), so σ also operates nontrivially there. 
5. Hurwitz origamis
Instead of searching for algebraic curves with large automorphism group compared
to the genus one might do the same for translation surfaces. A translation surface is
a closed Riemann surface with a nonzero holomorphic one-form; for more geometric
descriptions, see [16]. Such a search has been initiated in [25]. There it is shown
that a translation surface of genus g ≥ 2 has at most 4(g − 1) automorphisms, and
surfaces achieving this bound are named Hurwitz translation surfaces. Since they
belong to a particularly nice class of translation surfaces called origamis, we suggest
to use the more colourful term Hurwitz origamis instead. They are more common
than Hurwitz curves; for example, a Hurwitz origami exists in genus g if and only
if g ≡ 1, 3, 4, 5 mod 6, see [25, Theorem 2].
An origami is a finite ramified covering of a square torus C/Z[i], unramified
outside the origin. Four the arithmetic point of view taken here is it sensible to
rephrase this: an origami is a smooth projective complex curve X together with
a nonconstant rational map p : X → E, where E is the complex elliptic curve
with j(E) = 1728, which is unramified outside 0 ∈ E(C). Just as for Bely˘ı pairs,
the curve X and the map p descend uniquely to objects over Q. We then have a
Galois action on pairs (X, p) as soon as we fix a model of E over Q (for instance,
y2 = x4 − 1). The actions corresponding to two different models will still agree on
an open normal subgroup of Gal(Q/Q).
Hurwitz origamis are then precisely those pairs (X, p) where p is a normal covering
that has ramification order two at all ramification points — this is a reformulation
of [25, Theorem 1]. In particular, being a Hurwitz origami is stable under the Galois
action. The following observation then holds regardless of the model of E chosen:
Theorem 7. The absolute Galois group operates faithfully on the set of isomorph-
ism classes of Hurwitz origamis.
Sketch of proof. There exists a Deligne–Mumford stackE over Q whose coarse mod-
uli space is the chosen model of E over Q, which stabiliser Z/2Z at the origin and
trivial stabilisers otherwise. The analytification of EC is an orbifold quotient [Q\H]
where Q ⊂ SL2(R) is a quadrilateral group. The profinite completion Qˆ can then
be identified with the e´tale fundamental group ofEQ, and just as for Hurwitz curves
we obtain a short exact sequence
1→ πe´t1 (EQ, ∗)→ πe´t1 (E, ∗)→ Gal(Q/Q)→ 1
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and a continuous homomorphism ̺Q : Gal(Q/Q) → Out Qˆ. It follows then again
from [15, Theorem C] that ̺Q is injective.
Next we use a slight generalisation of [10, Theorem 27], which is formulated
only for triangle groups but holds more generally with a similar proof for arbitrary
cocompact Fuchsian groups. The case we need, which can be proved completely
analogously to the special case discussed in [10], states that a continuous group
automorphism of Qˆ which preserves all open normal subgroups must already be an
inner automorphism.
Now we assume that σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) preserves all Hurwitz origamis, that is, ̺Q(σ)
preserves all open normal subgroups of Qˆ. Hence it is trivial in Out Qˆ, therefore σ
has to be the identity. 
The previous sketch of proof is extended to a detailed proof in [19].
Finally we remark that a statement analogous to Corollary 6 also holds for Hur-
witz origamis, as long as “with moduli field Q” is replaced with “admitting a model
over Q”.
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